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A person of fantastic wealth and privilege moves into a position of
enormous impact on the nation’s schools in spite of the fact that person
has neither worked in education, nor have any of that person’s children
attended public schools. Quickly the critics emerge: is not this person only
looking out for self and making decisions that will benefit this person’s own
bottom line? Who is this person to tell teachers what to do? Of course, this
constellation describes [former] U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos,
cabinet member to [former] President Donald Trump; however, it also
perfectly describes John D. Rockefeller, Sr.
While DeVos chose to influence schools via the power of political
cronyism, Rockefeller chose to influence schools via the power of his own
wallet. Founded in 1902 with a personal gift, by 1930 John D. Rockefeller,
Sr. had endowed the General Education Board (GEB) with $129,209,167 in
private funds1 (the equivalent of $1.98 billion in 2020 dollars2). Throughout
its existence and influence, the GEB was managed by a Board of Trustees
comprised of a mix of interested businessmen and educators, as well as the
John D. Rockefellers Sr, Jr, and, eventually, the III. Throughout its tenure,
the Rockefeller family insisted the personal philosophy of John, Sr.—that
all people must help themselves—guided its appropriations.3 Then, as now,
U.S. citizens raised significant concerns about the purpose and effectiveness
of public schooling. Then, as now, those who appeared with apparently
generous financial offers to help U.S. public schools were welcomed with
open arms. While, in hindsight, scholars have taken a more critical view of
20th-century philanthropists, similar criticism seems to me rather in short
supply during the 21st.
Examination of GEB funding, particularly in the U.S. West, can inform
contemporary discourse regarding philanthropy and public education. In
this article I draw evidence and lessons from the GEB in order to present
a critique of what I perceived to be the unexamined acceptance of current
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philanthropic efforts affecting U.S. schools. I begin with a brief overview
of the GEB and summary of the historical scholarship around its work.
I then examine its work historically before using that context critically to
examine the present. Ultimately, I set out to remind my readers that, while
it is understandable to view philanthropic gifts to U.S. public schools in
a positive light, the question “What is in it for the donor?” must always
be foregrounded in considering the sociopolitical limits and potential
inequities of philanthropy in public education.
“Unwanted Agents”: A Brief History of the GEB

Initially, GEB funds were dedicated to two areas: U.S. Southern
education and U.S. general education.4 The GEB was intended to serve
as clearinghouse both for research and funding “by other interested
parties as well,”5 thus it was christened the General Education Board
rather than the Rockefeller Education Board. The GEB served multiple
functions targeted to improve U.S. education: funding positions in state
departments of education, providing funds for faculty positions in
universities, overhauling medical school education, funding schools serving
marginalized populations, providing scholarships for graduate students
to study in established universities, providing scholarships for teachers to
attend summer institutes, using public schools to spread agrarianism, and
conducting and publishing research on contemporary educational trends.6
When determining which educational organizations would be awarded
funding, early GEB members set straightforward criteria. The GEB
developed “quite elaborate forms of financial and statistical tables to be
filled out by the institutions”7 requesting assistance. Just as significant as
what was funded was what the GEB chose not to fund; indeed, taking a
“null history” approach reveals much.8 Early on, the GEB was closely linked
euphemistically to a “Southern mentality”; the Board would do nothing
that might offend Southern whites’ racist sensibilities. Unsurprisingly,
this deference to “Southern sensibilities” meant that “in the GEB’s first
decade of operation, very little money”9 was allocated to Southern Black
communities. When scant monies were endowed to Black institutions,
their use was mandated to follow Hampton-Tuskegee’s educational model:
vocational education was funded, liberal arts studies were not. Blackcommunity-serving schools that failed to comply with the GEB’s mandates
were required to adapt or were thereafter denied funding.
Schools were required to evidence community support and prove
long-term viability, a policy which precluded many state-supported
universities from obtaining GEB funds. In the opinion of GEB members,
if a school was eligible for state subsidy, that school must not need the
GEB’s help.10 As a result, states with very small populations—and limited
numbers of schools—often never received GEB support. The GEB would
only fund schools in geographic areas where the Board foresaw future
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growth; however, members of the Board were not always accurate in their
predictions, and often drew upon moralistic reasoning which clouded
economic appraisals.
The mission of the GEB becomes clearer by examining its work in
the Southeastern U.S., (increasing the region’s tax base via rural school
improvement and funding some African-American education); however,
when shifting one’s gaze westward, the GEB’s professed mission and its
enactment become even more convoluted. White U.S. Easterners seem
confused about the nature of the U.S. West: if a state could be agricultural,
as were parts of Texas and Oklahoma, these states’ requests were treated
following the GEB’s Southeastern model. But New Mexico and other parts
of Oklahoma appear to have confounded the Board about what industrial
education in marginalized populations should be.
GEB Criticism

Even before the GEB formed, critics were taking aim at the
Rockefellers’ brand of philanthropy. Muckraking journalist and political
activist Henry D. Lloyd, in his 1898 scathing critique of Rockefeller and his
ilk, Wealth Against Commonwealth, argues that charity earned via unscrupulous
or immoral means was “nothing less than a return to chattel slavery.”11 He
further opined that, with the rise of large philanthropies,
Everything withers—even charity. Aristocratic benevolence
spends a shrunken stream in comparison with democratic
benevolence. …through the obliteration of old methods of
individual competition by the establishment of large corporations
and trusts in modern times, the income of such charitable
institutions as are supported by the individual gifts of the
benevolent has been seriously affected.12
Reaction against philanthropic boards was swift. U.S. historian and
professor, Judith Sealander, documents a variety of self-serving motives
ascribed to men like Rockefeller:
Supposed foundation benevolence, they argued, masked the fright
of rich men, determined to maintain an economic and social
structure weighted in their favor. Had they been constrained by
laws that required fair wages and working conditions and imposed
tighter government regulation on business, the men who endowed
foundations would never have amassed their immense fortunes
in the first place. Foundation programs were crumbs, thrown to
distract recipients from necessary social reform. They existed as
“premium for insurance against social interference.”13
Noted historian of education James D. Anderson describes the vocationalonly model of funding favored by the GEB as “the ideological antithesis of
the educational and social movement begun by ex-slaves.”14 While the GEB
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model initially claimed a focus on the training of teachers, it “employed a
unique manual labor routine and an ideology of ‘self help’ as the practical
and moral foundation of their teacher training process.”15 The point of
the GEB’s ethic was not to impart skill in industry, but rather “to work
the prospective teachers long and hard so that they would embody, accept,
and preach an ethic of hard toil or the ‘dignity of labor’” that would allow
graduates to “teach the children of the South’s distinctive [B]lack laboring
class.”16
Anderson describes GEB funding patterns in the Southeast as: “Any
[B]lack institution emphasizing classical liberal education was regarded…as
impractical and not geared to prepare [B]lack youth for useful citizenship
and productive efficiency.”17 Anderson characterizes the GEB’s vocationalonly approach toward Black communities as a populist stance; white
Southerners’ resistance to the GEB’s efforts was a “series of isolated
incidents” in which GEB-funded positions were seen as “unwanted agents
of Northern philanthropy.”18 Anderson describes the GEB’s Southern
program as spending “most of their time systematizing industrial education
where it was practiced; and advocating systematizing industrial education
where it was not [yet] installed.”19
Professors of history Eric Anderson and Alfred Moss deepen historical
critique of the GEB in Dangerous Donations, evidencing how, because the
GEB “acquired immense prestige,”20 its racist agenda for Black Southern
education was unquestioningly adopted by many other philanthropic
organizations. Widespread adoption of race-based inequities upheld racist
ideologies and practices since the GEB heavily favored the vocational-only
model for Black communities as opposed to a more classical, liberal-artsbased curriculum, and favored white governance of Black schools: this
in spite of the fact the Hampton-Tuskegee educational model was losing
favor among educators and philanthropists by the 1930s. Anderson and
Moss criticize the GEB for its pattern of funding existing, deficient public
schools serving Southern Black students rather than devoting funding
towards developing a more effective, independent public school system that
challenged white supremacy in the region or funding already-established
private schools.21
The GEB in the U.S. West

While much ink has been spilled documenting and critiquing the work
of the GEB throughout the U.S. Southeast, not nearly as much scholarship
considers the U.S. West. Most often when referencing the U.S. West, the
GEB is mentioned as an aside or occupies a single line. For example in
Victoria-María MacDonald’s historiographical essay she states simply,
“Private foundations such as Rockefeller’s General Education Board and
the Julius Rosenwald Fund, which had traditionally focused their resources
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on the condition of education in the South for Blacks, began to see the
needs of Mexican Americans as equally urgent.”22
One of the few articles that focuses extensively on the U.S. West
is historian Lynne Getz’s examination of the GEB in New Mexico. In
1930, two of the GEB’s Southern field agents visited New Mexico and
reported on the parallels between Latino communities in the U.S. West
and Black communities in the U.S. South. As a result of these field visits,
the GEB founded the San José Training School, designed as a statewide
demonstration school built on the model of those in the U.S. South, yet this
model primarily focused on vocational education. Its founder, University
of New Mexico faculty member Lloyd Tierman, was somewhat ahead of
his time, implementing literacy-intensive curricula, strong support to teach
English, and (in what is now considered best practice) academic instruction
in Spanish for all children during grades 1–5. More interestingly, Tierman
and his teachers argued that bilingualism should not be seen as students’
educational deficit, but as educational asset. Tierman worked to ensure
communities’ cultural traditions were reflected in curricula.
Tierman also followed the GEB’s Southern model by establishing
training for teachers in rural areas by bringing them in as “cadets” to the
San José Training School. Once schools were established in rural areas, no
matter how much Tierman developed academics at San José, ultimately
what happened in those schools all came back to the GEB’s vocational
core: schools in the program fostered instruction in arts and crafts to both
children and adults in tin-work, woodwork, leather-work, spinning, weaving,
embroidery, and the preparation of traditional vegetable dyes. Arguably, the
GEB was imposing a vocational education model on Latino students in
New Mexico. The one acknowledged difference was the lack of focus on
developing an industrial model in New Mexico schools as popularized in
Southern schools.23
History in 3-D: Lessons from the GEB

The social reconstructionist educator Theodore Brameld argues for
expanded temporal consciousness in educators because he believes “the
schools by and large have forgotten that time consists of three dimensions
rather than merely two.”24 Brameld discusses how, at the time, schools
focused on the past and present but were not concerned for the future;
today, scholars in education seem instead to have lost sight of the past. I
consequently present here an analysis of the GEB in 3-D: lessons from the
past, of the present, and for the future.
What Happened? Lessons from the Past
As argued by historian and intersectional scholar Clif Stratton, “rather
than treat colonialism as a process tangential to or apart from public
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schooling in the United States, it needs to be understood as a central
ideological, narrative, and organizational force in schools at home as well
as abroad.”25 Stratton documents a racist temporal dichotomy; while in
the past public schools were increasingly teaching for “good citizenship,”
many educators “preferred that many [people of color] and immigrants not
embrace the full meaning of citizenship.”26 Indeed, “authors and school
administrators in charge of vetting and adopting textbooks crafted and
selected narratives of [racial] hierarchy, empire as national destiny, and
patriotism that often masked and almost always reinforced…deep [racial]
inequalities and exclusionary school policies.”27
Rockefeller and his sort claimed one of their goals in funding the
GEB was to produce “good U.S. citizens”; however, their rhetoric requires
problematizing. Stratton argues Rockefellers’ brand of “making ‘good’
citizens was as much about excluding or subordinating certain kinds of
people as it was about including, regenerating, and reshaping others.”28
These systematic exclusionary practices become even more onerous when
framed by race and colonialism:
Schools within the bounded national space often served as
domestic colonial institutions, espoused narratives that projected
American power onto both foreign and domestic geographies
and populations, and created distinctive paths to citizenship that
many native-born and indeed many naturalized whites hoped
would strengthen the boundaries of race and nation.29
What Is Happening? Lessons of the Present
How might study of the GEB’s work in the U.S. West inform current
discourse regarding contemporary philanthropy? Today both PK–12 and
higher education becomes an increasingly corporate endeavor due both
to enterprise and philanthropic efforts. The success of U.S. corporations’
infiltration and sway in education only mounts, beginning first with the
progressive era of education, and the dawn of neoliberalism’s influence
on education influences more still. While some historians identify
philanthropy’s influence on public education in the early 20th century as
tainted money used for nefarious purposes, fewer historians turn as critical
an eye on philanthropy’s current role in U.S. education, unfortunately.
American-Canadian filmmaker and legal scholar Joel Bakan30 describes
corporations as institutions with a unique structure and set of imperatives
that direct the actions of people within them. Corporations exist and are
obligated to fulfill their legal mandate to pursue, relentlessly and without
exception, profit in the interest of its shareholders, regardless of the
inequitable effects on and consequences to humanity and the natural world.
Paradoxically, in the U.S. corporations are legally recognized as
persons, most recently upheld and interpreted via the 2010 Citizens United
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v. Federal Election Commission decision.31 Bakan characterizes corporations as
sociopaths since persons who pursue their own interests above all others
are, by definition, considered sociopathic. Corporations relentlessly serve
only their own interests and put material gain (profit) as their only priority.
Even public good works (i.e., environmental awareness, school support) are
designed to increase the corporate bottom line (i.e., better public relations,
increased sales). Bakan writes, “Most people would find [the corporation’s]
‘personality’ abhorrent, even psychopathic, in a human being, yet curiously
we accept it in society’s most powerful institution.”32
Corporate monopolists and industrial robber barons still exist and
still practice “philanthropy,” while their influence wends its way into every
person’s everyday while typing Windows software, shopping on amazon,
and checking Facebook from iPhones. This fact gives rise to the question of
why so many U.S. citizens entrust contemporary educational philanthropy
to the likes of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, of the Microsoft
empire, a monopolistic corporation in the vein of the Rockefeller empire?
More specifically, why do so many in the U.S. entrust classrooms to Google
Classroom, in spite of numerous consumer privacy issues in their history?
Worse, educational philanthropy funds models it likes, affording places
to keep like-minded people together. In her book Uncivil Agreement: How
Politics Became Our Identity, scholar of government and politics Liliana Mason
argues that part of why citizens in the contemporary U.S. have become so
divided is they have formed mega-identities. In short, the past’s citizens
treated their various social-identity categories (race, political ideology,
religion) as separate entities. Because many people were members of
multiple social organizations (e.g., fraternal clubs or recreational sports
leagues), they were frequently exposed to people with different ideologies
and characteristics; thus people developed cross-cutting social cleavages.33
As community-based social gathering spots decline and opportunities to
surround oneself exclusively with those of identical ideologies abound,
individuals begin to lose their ability to identify with, humanize, and
empathize with those of different ilk. Mason argues when groups “grow
more socially homogenous, their members are quicker to anger and tend
toward intolerance.”34
What Should Happen? Looking to the Future
The third dimension of course is the future; what does an examination
of the GEB in the U.S. West advise about what should happen in education’s
future? Past president of WICHE, David A. Longanecker, explains the 21st
century brought several significant challenges to higher education in the
U.S. West. He notes that while U.S. Westerners can “look back with pride”
on what has been accomplished,
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…the great challenge for the states and institutions at the
beginning of the twenty-first century is to meet the needs of a
changing population of students—to provide them with the everevolving career and life skills necessary to participate effectively
in the global community with its insatiable demand for intellectual
resources of higher-order skills.35
His explanation does not apply just to higher education, but education writ
large, PK–16; it does not simply apply to schools of the U.S. West, but
nationwide.
So, imagining a new model and ethics of educational philanthropy,
how could educational philanthropy take up principles that demonstrate a
learning from the past and a desire to prove itself to be humane and healthy
rather than, in Bakan’s phrase, sociopathic? Philanthropies could be held to
standards that avoid the mistakes of the past: first, there cannot be “one
best system”—philanthropic organizations will be called upon to provide
some mechanism for local control. Second, while centralized decision
making in a philanthropic organization may be necessary in some sense,
that organization should rely on the work of experts and consult research
from variety of voices, particularly those deeply connected to the needs of
marginalized students and communities.
Contemporary philanthropies could look at some of the best elements
of what the GEB did in funding higher education and update/modify to
fit the current century by avoiding replication of funding. As in the past
in Rockefeller funded schools, Carnegie libraries, Rosenwald buildings and
Jeanes teachers, monies should be spread across the full curriculum. Such
philanthropies should endow open-access scholarship, since, if education is
truly a right, scholarship should be available to every teacher, administrator,
school board member, and parent so all stakeholders know what is best
practice.
Philanthropic organizations could endow positions in colleges
of education, programs that promote strong intercultural education,
Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), Tribal Colleges,
and Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs), and allow those institutions to
determine what areas are most in need of funding. Scholarships can fund
post-baccalaureate paths to teaching, studying the best programs longterm (not just those which have the best corporate friends) and replicate
where applicable; and, finally, fund study abroad and international study
opportunities.
The recent shutdown of the nation’s public schools to reduce the spread
of SARS-CoV-2 starkly reveals funding gaps and logistical challenges, so
philanthropic organizations are confronted with fertile ground for their
giving. Philanthropies could provide greater funding for vocational education
as well as provide updated/relevant curricular materials to schools/districts
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most in need, allowing those sites to determine for themselves what is of
most use. Foundations could focus funding on healthy meal programs,
particularly package meals/open meal centers in “off times” for students
in poverty who live in food deserts as well as provide infrastructure to
those with “digital divide” issues. Finally, perhaps educational foundations
could explore development of an equitable, inclusive national system of
standards of entry to professions.
Of course, this work should not be limited to philanthropic foundations;
indeed, all agencies and organizations involved in U.S. education would
benefit from consideration of equitable, inclusive educational foci.
However, if philanthropies seek to transcend their corporate-based,
imperialistic pasts and sociopathic presents, they would be well-advised to
lead with their humanity.
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